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A play for five characters/three performers: 

Joan Eardley, artist 

Margot Sandeman, artist 

Angus Neil, artist 

Audrey Walker, photographer 

Lil Neilson, artist 

 

Also: 

H A Crawford, teacher of painting GSA 

the Samson children: Andrew, Ann and Ian 

a Cork Street gallery director 

______________________ 

 

First performances: 

by Heroica Theatre Company, at Modern 2 gallery (SNGMA), Edinburgh, May 5 2017, 

coinciding with the Joan Eardley retrospective Joan Eardley: A Sense of Place and with 

Alexandra Mathie in the title role,  

followed by performances in 16 other UK city and regional 

art galleries and arts centres, May-June 2017 

______________________ 

 

The play is devised with a view to scenes being backdropped by one of five selected Eardley 

paintings: Two Children 1963, Children and Chalked Wall 3 1962-63, Sleeping Nude 1955, 

Seascape (Foam and Blue Sky) 1962 and A Stove about 1955  

(all Ⓒ DACS permitted 2017). 

 

Key music: Vocal and instrumental variations - on John Ireland’s setting of John Masefield’s Sea 

Fever – by Pippa Murphy (2017). 

 

Other songs: I get Ideas; Hi-lili, hi-lili, hi-lo; They Say it’s Wonderful (John Coltrane); Ev’ry Time 

We Say Goodbye; I Sent her for Cheese … (and other Glasgow ditties). 

 

There is also the opportunity for accompaniment to the songs by a guitar, and for improvisation 

on e.g. a hammer dulcimer.  



Extract from: 

Scene 4b:  

Song:    ‘Sea Fever’ 
 
[JOAN rushes back on, clearly exhilarated. ANGUS hangs in the background.] 

 

JOAN: Quite by accident! I found her! I found her. … First, my person, the dear wee 

person - … and then, the place! Catterline! 

 

[JOAN stops. There are SX of a car pulling up on gravel, then the sea, the thud of 

two car doors slamming, louder sea and sea-birds.] 

 

 [staring ahead of her] It’s – she’s gorgeous! 

 

ANGUS: Just the place for a cure, eh?  

 

JOAN: I’m – rooted to the spot. I can’t move. 

 

WOMAN’s [off] Better not stay too long. You’ve got an exhibition on, after all … 

voice:   

 

JOAN: But I can’t leave her yet. Not now. I love her. … I’m in love. 

 

ANGUS: The Watchouse is for sale. A perfect wee studio. 

 

JOAN: I can’t. I’ve no money - … 

 

ANGUS:  … - yet. … Forty pounds.  

 

JOAN: No! … So tempting. If only - …! 

 

WOMAN’S [off] If only you’ll get back in the car and sell some paintings, you might!  

voice:  Come on! 

 

ANGUS:  … - we could. Let’s find out! There must be a way. 



 

 [JOAN comes forward and talks to the audience.] 

 

Catterline. You should just see it! … Come - all the others did eventually. … 

Aye. To Catterline – in your mind’s eye.  

 

[SX the sea, gently whooshing and lapping as if at low tide. OR the actors make the SX  

of the sea and birdsong with oral sounds and/or use of instruments.] 

 

It’s a clear, warm day. The sea whooshes gently at your back – in firm musical 

time. Up here – on the cliff path, turn in each of the four compass points: north 

to the Watchie and the puffin warrens, south to the daisy-coloured lighthouse, 

east to the easy June sea, and west – a wee step away, the tiniest of fishing 

villages. … It’s a clear, warm day – smell it. Smell it. The loosestrife and the 

gorse, the cornflowers and the more pungent seaweed. … From here, the two 

rows of cottages look just like - like a grannie in a wicker rocking chair, her 

white-sleeved arms outstretched in welcome. Lights twinkle in her eyes at dusk 

– and it’s like she chuckles at me when I flop in at the end of a day up in the 

fields or by the jetty – never ticking me off for working late by lamplight or 

kipping all night in my chair! 

 

Look seawards, now, and you can see all the salmon nets tossed about on their 

poles and the gulls and guillemots hurtling to their homes under the cliff. The 

wee boats clinging to the rocks, thrown up from their moorings in the last 

storm. Oh, the storms! Hard to imagine on a day like today but see them – 

through your mind’s eye: wild enough to rocket the cottages almost into the 

sea! The doors blown in and rain sloshed in by the bucketful! Chimneys left 

teetering! And Old Father Todhead out on the bluff booming out his doleful 

mantras and calming us all down again! [She imitates the booming of a fog 

horn.] … Oh, how could I not take new root here – where it’s such bloody hard 

graft just to survive? How could I not?  

 

But it’s more than that, even. It’s … - it’s a precious Catterline gift to this bleak 

meridian: not the light – that so-called crucial artists’ light that sends them off in 

droves to Cornwall and Collioure, but – light’s elusiveness: often no light at all: 



dull or dark for days and weeks and months. But you just have to wait – and 

watch – and all sorts of little miracles will dazzle you - … 

 
 Song: [hummed version – by the actors] ‘Sea Fever’ 
 

Look! Look out to sea. Can you see something wonderful? A flash of lightning 

on the horizon? A shaft of sunlight on a far-off shore? A scintillation of dolphins 

close in? A stirring of water-rings from a projectile razor-bill? A dance of 

fluttering wings around the home-coming scallop boat? 

 

Stay here for a while and you will. 

 


